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SIDE BEAMS

What are Side Beams?
A Side Beam is a supported beam outfitted with
one or more welding carriages. A typical system
can be configured to handle both longitudinal and
circumferential welding. The carriages are able to be
outfitted with a variety of weld processes including:
MIG, TIG, SAW and Plasma. Side Beams can be
designed in various lengths and heights (powered and
non-powered) depending on the size of the weldment.
In tank welding applications, two carriages can be
utilized to weld both heads simultaneously. Weld
Plus specializes in the rebuilding and integration of
the customer’s desired welding process. Contact our
knowledgeable staff today to discuss the benefits of
implementing a Side Beam into your operation!

Custom Built Solutions
Sub Arc Box Beam System
This custom system was designed for the longitudinal
welding of box beams. A heavy duty weld carriage was
outfitted with a sub arc welding package that included:
Miller Sub Arc AC/DC package, Weld Engineering
Flux Recovery and Lincoln ST-250 Seam Tracker.
Weld Plus also incorporated a rebuilt Koike Aronson
Headstock/Tailstock to easily rotate the beam into
position to perform the longitudinal welds. By using
a mixture of used, rebuilt and new equipment Weld
Plus was able to minimize our customer’s capital
investment without sacrificing quality.

Webb U8 Track Support System
The Webb U8 Track Support Side Beam is designed to
position an automatic welding head over a tank. A set
of turning rolls is integrated into the system to rotate
the tank while welding. In this specific system, Weld
Plus installed three welding carriages which allowed
the customer to weld three circumferential seams
simultaneously. Powered lift gives this Webb Side
Beam the ability to accommodate various diameter
tanks.
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Custom Built Solutions
Precision GTAW Side Beam System
This new heavy duty Side Beam was built to
produce precision TIG welds on long cylindrical
parts. Weld Plus outfitted the carriage with Jetline
equipment in order to control both wire feed and arc
length functions. The integration of a weld sequence
control gives the operator the ability to control part
rotation, welding parameters and carriage functions
from a single location. This system has the flexibility
to produce both circumferential and longitudinal
welds without having to change the configuration.

Circumferential SAW System
This custom built system is designed for the circumferential
welding of long cylinders. The cylinder is rotated by a
Pandjiris 100-12AB positioner and supported by two B&B
pipe stands. While the part is rotating, a carriage outfitted
with Miller AC/DC Sub Arc performs a circumferential weld
on one end of the cylinder. Upon completion of the first
weld, the powered carriage travels to the opposite end of
the cylinder to produce the final weld. Give us a call today
to explore the benefits of a custom designed Side Beam!

Additional New and Used Configurations
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